Chandler, Arizona 85224 The graphic simulation package PCHODEL [lJ is successfully applied to the planning of an automatic guided vehicle system IAGVSI in one of Intel's facility. The AGVS is controlled by one central computer and consists of a number of docks from which materials are either dropped or picked up by the AGV; the dispatch of AGV is prioriti~ed tc1 efficiently perform material handling. The utilization Jf AGV can be obtained through simulation, and is used to predict the number of A6V in the system. Tne AGV can 'arry two loads, therefore, it is poorly utilized if it only transports one load at a trip. To better utilize AGV, the control delay concept is introduced, ~hich forces the AGV to carry as many as two loads as possible at each trip. The simulation also provides guideline on the selection of control delay.
JNTRODUCT!014
Intel commits itself to be the world class manufacturer and the leader of technology. In order to rapidly deliver high quality products with low price to our customers, a highly automated factory was added to our manufacturing strength in 1984, at Arizona site. This factory employs state-of-the-art equipments including an automatic guided vehicle system <AGVSI for material handling. This paper is tc report the planning process of the AGVS using animated simulation technique.
The automatic guided vehicle <AGVI is a computercontrolled, driverless vehicle [21. The material tc be delivered by AGV is contained in totes lor other containers), and an AGV will pick up or drop a tote on a dock. Since an automatic guided vehicle system may have many do~ks, complicate decision logics (such as priority), and a number of AGVs, it is difficult to plan a system without resorting to simulation. The simulation will provide the following insights:
Ill Design faults can be exposed and eliminated; for instance, a traffic bottleneck. (2) The optimal number of AGVs and optimal size of docks can be determined. (3) Design det•ils can be e~plored.
[41 The systeM behavior can be studied with various assumed conditions. However, it is cumbersome and time-consuming to perform a simulation using a general programming language sue~ as Fortran; the coding may be lengthy even for a simple system; as a result, the debugging is difficult; worst of all, the efforts may not be transferrable from one application to another. The material handling is between inventory and manufacturing area; the required input materials are delivered from inventory while the output materials are shipped to inventory. The materials are contained in a tote with size 24'L by 16'W by B'H and is transported by the AGV.
The AGV used is unidirectional with average speed 100 ft/min. Eq~ipped with optical sensors, the AGV can recognize codes on the floor and follow a specified guidepath. On top of the AGV, there are two shuttle mechanisms, which are similar to robotic arms, and the AGV can load or unload two totes simultaneouly.
Ywo kinds of dock are utilized: pickup dock on which the AGV will pick up a tote, or drop do~k from which the AGV will drop • tote. It should be noted that the AGV always deliver input materials <mold compounds, tuba5, boxes) to the drop dock, and picks up output materials <scrap or finish product) ~rom the pickup dock.
To facilitate just-in-time <JITl material handling, a sensor [s embedded in each dock, and is hardwired to the central computer; therefore, the status of each dock is continuously monitored by the central computer. When an operator removes or deposits a tote on a dock, the sensor will be triggered, which signifies a request; the central computer will be n.otified and will schedule the dispatch of the AGV. The dispatch of AGV is based on priority associated with each dock. The priority is based on the cycle time which is the time a tote of material is used up or created; therefore, the shorter the cycle time of a dock, the higher the priority of the dock is. Once determined which docks are to be served, the central computer will relay the destination and tasks (loading or unloading! information to the AGV through an modulated infrared (JRI device at selected locations. Upon receiving information, the AGV will automatically execute the assignment. The communication will resume when the AGV has fulfilled the assignment and returned the ~ommunication point. It is interesting to note that the mission of an AGV is opposite to what the operator does, i.e. the tasks of the AGV is to either fill a dock that was emptied by the operator, or empty a dock that was filled by the operator. If designed properly, the pickup docks will always be empty while the drop docks will always be full. As a result, material accumulation or shortage can be minimized;
Since the material handling is purely based on demand; this AGVS is a Kanban system (9J.
ANIMATED GRAPHIC SIMULATION
The simplified layout of the facility with the location of docks and the guidepath of the AGV is shown in Figure 1 Currently, the AGVS is limited to molding, trimming/forming, lead soldering, and packing/shipping processes. Dock 1-9 ! Figure 1) are located in the manufacturing area while 10-14 are in the inventory. Dock 1,4,b,9,10 are drop dock, and docks 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] are pickup dock. It is noted that each dock in manufacturing area accommodates one tote, while each inventory dock is designed to have two hour materials in queue. If requested by a drop dock <1,4,b,9l, the AGV will first go to one of the inventory docks (11-14> to pick up the requested materials <in a totel; then, it will travel to the requesting dock and drop the tote. However, if requested by one of the pickup docks <2,3 1 5, 7,91, the AGV will travel to the dock directly, pick up the tote, return to inventory and drop it on dock 10. The material, type, and associated process of each dock are listed in Table 2 . The number of AGV can be predicted from the utilization of ABV obtained in simulation. Initially, one AGV is assumed; if the utilization of the AGV in the simulation is high, more AGVs may be added to the system. This practice is repeated until the utilization of each AGV is acceptable.
The type, cycle time and priority of docks manufacturing area are I i sted in Table 3 : The specification of the ABV is listed below:
Initial condition: One ABV is used Speed = 100 It/minute loading or unloading time = 30 seconds in It is noted that the priority is based on the cycle time of each dock. To simulate the randomness of production, the cycle time of each dock is a uniformdistributed random variable whose upper and lower limits are 10% off the value indicated in Table 3 . Also, the AGV will randomly stop and resume motion after 5 seconds to simulate human interference.
Simulation Results
At the end of 8 hour simulation, it is found that the utilization of the AGV is 82~, therefore, one AGV is able to perform material handling in this 25AI 01ppl ication.
The AGV can carry two totes, therefore, if it responds to only one request, SOZ capacity is wasted. If each ABV can be efficiently utilized, the number of AGV in a system may be reduced and results in significant capital saving. To better utilize the AGV, the following logics may be t~ken: upon rece1v1ng a request, the AGV will not be dispatched unless one of the following conditions is satisfied:
Ill Another request occurs. !2) The AGV has waited for a specified time or called control delay.
It is noted that the above control logics are to 'force" the AGV to carry as many as two totes as possible at each trip. As a result, the utilization of AGV under the same manufacturing conditions will decrease as shown in Figure 2 . It is observed that the ABV utilization can be reduced to 70Z if the ~ontrol delay is longer than ~ minutes. Table 4 , it can be observed that the control delay introduced will increase the balance index of each dock, which implies that each dock will have to wait longer for the AGV. Therefore, there is tradeoff between im~roving AGV efficiency and speedy material handling. From Figure 2 1 it is found that longer control delay will not improve the AGV efficiency significantly; thus, the optimal chaise of control delay is 5 minutes. The number of AGV was deduced from the utilization of AGV in a system. In the simulation, one AGV was used; it was shown that the utilization of the AGV was B2'l., therefore, one AGV can perform material handling in this hcility.
The AGV has two tote capacity, and 50'l. capcity will be wasted if it only carries one tote at each trip. The control delay concept was proposed, which is designed to force the AGV to carry as many as two totes as possible at each trip. It was shown that by introducing 5 minute control delay, the AGV uitlization drops to 70%. Althogh control waiting service control the AGV can b• ifficlently utilized with a delay, the control delay may increase the time that each dock has to wait for the of A6V. From the simulation, the optimal delay was identified to be 5 minutes.
